
Reviews 
EXCAVATIONS AT THE JEWRY WALL SITE, LEICESTER. By 

Kathleen M. Kenyon, M.A., F.S.A. (with sections by other writers) . 
Reports of the Research Committee of the Society of Antiquaries of 
London, No. XV (published in conjunction with the Corporation 
of the City of Leicester) . Pp. xi + 292; 33 plates (including plans), 
100 text figures . Oxford University Press. 1948. 30s. 

On a site which is now in the heart of the modem city of 
Leicester, where a narrowing of the Soar valley provided a natural 
crossing-point for the first settlers, human occupation can be traced 
back to the early middle years of the first century A.D. It may be 
that this occupation, represented by rubbish pits dug into the natural 
soil, is to be attributed to Belgic immigrants arriving from the 
south-east during the last few years before the Roman conquest, 
rather than to the camp-followers of the Roman army of invasion. 
With increasing Romanisation and the growth of the Romano-British 
cantonal centre of Ratce Coritanorum, in the second half of ihe 
first century and the early years of the second, came stone and 
timber houses or other structures and a street. The great develop
ment, however, took place about A.D. 125-130, when the site was 
laid out as the civic centre of Ratce, with a basilica and a forum 
or market-place of stone; the Jewry Wall is a fragment of the 
basilica, still standing 24 ft. high above floor-level. The forum 
was never completed on the original plan, and within a few years the 
public baths of the town were built within it. To these was added 
what may have been a large water-tank, supported on walls and 
piers, about the end of the second century. The courtyard sur
rounding the baths was re-surfaced from time to time, the latest 
surface found in the excavations being attributable to the first 
quarter of the fourth century, while the Roman street running along 
the north side of the buildings still shows ruts left by traffic of what 
may be an even later date. In post-Roman times the Jewry Wall 
would seem to have owed its preservation to being incorporated in 
an early Christian church, a predecessor of the present St. Nicholas' 
church. 

Such, in briefest outline, is the story told in Miss Kenyon's 
report on her excavations carried out in 1936-39. The site, bounded 
by St. Nicholas' churchyard on the east and Talbot Lane on the 
west, does not include the west range of the forum or the greater 
part of the basilica, but even so we have here a remarkable picture of. 
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life in a Romano-British town, all the more impressive for having been 
recovered from the middle of a large modem industrial city. Miss Ken
yon's work is of course by far the most significant project of archreo
logical excavation ever undertaken in Leicestershire, and it is likely 
to remain so for many years to come, but in appreciating its value 
for both local and national studies we should remember that her 
report is a starting-point as well as a culmination. We now have a 
basis for research on the origin of the earliest settlement-whether 
native or Roman military- on the site of Leicester, and its relation 
to the early Roman road-system. The knowledge gained concerning 
the buildings and the street plan of Ratre in its prime can be studied 
in conjunction with isolated discoveries made in the past, and points 
the way to future opportunities . The very full description, with 
more than 1,000 drawings in the text-figures, of the pottery 
found in associated groups, in the various pits and levels, provides 
a chronological framework into which can be fitted other Roman 
sites in Leicester and the county, so that it now becomes far more 
possible than it would have been before to write the economic history; 
of Ratre and its hinterland. Concerning the early post-Roman 
period, we may note that Leicester is now seen to be one of the 
towns-London is another-in which there is a suggestive con
nection between the Romano-British basilica and an early church ; 
the altar of the latter could well be where we would expect to find 
a shrine in the former, and this has to be borne in mind whenever 
the possibility of survival of civic tradition in Leicester in the Dark 
Ages is considered. 

We may welcome also, as a noteworthy by-product of the 
excavation of this major Roman site, a quantity of medieval 
pottery. A very able study of this by Mr. G. C. Dunning appears 
in the report, and he takes the opportunity of publishing comparative 
material from the district and of adding a note on fairs as a factor 
in the distribution of medieval pottery types. 

The high quality of production of this book is what one has 
come to associate with the Research Reports of the Society of Anti
quaries printed by the Oxford University PresS-although where 
so much information has to be conveyed by word and illustration, 
in a book published in the uneasy nineteen-forties, some refinements 
have to be left out. Miss Kenyon's austere record covers a large 
field of presentation and interpretation, but one may regret, for 
instance, the necessity for crowding four photographs of the 
fascinating eastern side of the Jewry Wall on to one page, when, 
to do justice to the impressiveness of this Piranesiesque ruin, each 
photograph needs a whole page to itself. The frontispiece is a 
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whole-page plate, made from rather a hard photograph, showing 
the western side of the Wall. 

The Report is published jointly by the Society of Antiquaries 
and Leicester Corporation. We are getting used to the idea of the arts 
being subsidised from municipal funds, but here there is a reminder 
that the advancement of learning also deserves such support. It 
is to be hoped that the farsighted action of Leicester City Council 
in financing this excavation and in helping to publish the results 
will be noted by other local authorities throughout the country-and 
by Leicester itself whenever more opportunities occur for furthering 
archaeological research bearing on its own history. 

F. COTTRILL 

THE ABBEY OF ST. MARY OF THE MEADOWS, LEICESTER. By 
A. Hamilton Thompson. Pp. 274; 7 plates. Published for the 
Leicestershire Archaeological Society by Edgar Backus, Leicester. 
I949· ZIS. 

Once again the Leicestershire Archaeological Society can con
gratulate itself on publishing a study of a local religious foundation 
by this most authoritative and delightful of writers. In his History 
of the College of the Newarke, Leicester, Dr. Hamilton Thompson 
was concerned with a house of secular canons; here he deals with 
regular canons of one of the most important Augustinian houses in 
medieval England. Leicester Abbey, under the patronage first of 
the earls of Leicester and afterwards of the crown, was richly 
endowed and privileged: what is more, its affairs were ·unusually 
well conducted, How ably the canons exploited their extensive 
estates has already been shown by Dr. R. H. Hilton. 1 For the 
internal affairs of the monastery evidence is limited; but by skilful 
use of the information afforded by the proto-chartulary known as 
Charyte's Rental, the Chronicle of Henry Knighton (which un
fortunately only deals fully with the affairs of his abbey for the 
period of his own life), the records (revealing where they occur) of 
visitations by the diocesan, and references scattered through the 
State Papers, Dr. Hamilton Thompson shows that for most of its 
life the monastery was well-ordered, especially during the second 
half of the fourteenth century, when this 'exemplary state of affairs' 
shone the more brightly in an age of violence and unrest. Other 
Augustinian houses sought abbots from among the canons of 
Leicester, both in this period and subsequently. Among the abbots 

lT;he Economic Development of some Leicestershire Estates in the Four
teenth and Fifteenth Centuries (1947). 
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of Leicester were men prominent in the affairs of the order and 
favoured and employed by the crown. In a stronghold of Lollardy 
the abbey itself remained strictly orthodox, though with trusting 
simplicity the canons provided a hermitage for William Swyn
derby, who afterwards became a heretic, and allowed one of their 
fellow-canons, Philip Repyngdon, a freedom of opinion and speech 
at Oxford for which he became notorious. But Repyngdon soon 
forsook the Wycliffite cause and became a champion of orthodoxy, 
a royal favourite, and in due course abbot of Leicester and bishop 
of Lincoln. In the end he was even made a cardinal by Gregory 
XII. 

As was usual with houses of regular canons a large part of the 
endowments consisted of parish churches. Theoretically this was 
a desirable arrangement because the canons, vowed to a life com
bining the Rachel of contemplation with the Leah of active parochial 
work, could serve the churches themselves. But in practice it was 
not possible, for reasons of number and distance, for the canons to 
serve these churches personally, nor in fact were they expected to 
serve even those near at hand. Leicester Abbey possessed all the 
town churches of Leicester (including the collegiate church of St. 
Mary de Castro but excluding the suburban prebendal church of 
St. Margaret) and 27 more in the county, but all these were served 
by secular priests presented by the canons. A large section of this 
book is devoted to brief surveys of the history of each of the churches 
with a list of incumbents. Only once does the name of a canon 
appear in these lists, that of William Thorneton, who was vicar of 
Thornton from some date after r366 until r373. Again, in theory, 
regular canons were supposed to embrace religious poverty, but 
at Leicester Abbey in r440, as in other Augustinian houses atthattime, 
the canons each had an allowance of five marks a year, and their 
abbot's attempts to deprive them of private property were due not 
to reforming zeal but to avarice. The ideal had adapted itself to 
reality, for the most part unlamented-though Philip Repyngdon, 
during his brief career of heresy, had declared with more idealism 
than historical accuracy that his order was better in St. Augustine's 
day (when in fact it did not exist) than his own. In I5II the 
general chapter of the English Augustinians, meeting at Leicester, 
invited Wolsey to reform them. Wolsey's chief regret was their 
neglect of learning and to remedy this he founded Cardinal College, 
now Christ Church, Oxford. 

Intellectual interests were not neglected at Leicester. Dr. 
Hamilton Thompson points out that the abbey produced a famous 
scholar in Philip Repyngdon, an able chronicler in Henry Knighton, 
and an efficient compiler of records in William Charyte. A study 
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of the library catalogue most effectively reveals the opportunities 
the canons had for acquiring learning; and it is here that the writer's 
delicate and mischievous wit has the most scope. The collection of 
books, he says, was 'normal, sound and thoroughly typical', but 
while surveying them he reviews medieval education as described 
in Rabelais' Gargantua and gives a playful digest of the remarkable 
tract, the Cena Cypriani. To this supper were invited Old and 
New Testament characters who wore apparently symbolic garments 
('the reason of Eve's simple dinner-gown of leaves and branches 
leaps to the eye') and brought suitable gifts, Elijah's donation being 
a chariot 'possibly for the use of the royal air-force' : after a feast 
of dishes derived from Pliny and suitable light entertainment the 
guests found themselves under suspicion of 1.heft. The culprit when 
discovered was dealt with summarily, each guest making a charac
teristic contribution to the flogging, execution, burial and monument. 
The account ends like a party game; 'one consequence was that two 
of the three children quitted the fiery furnace. The comments of "' 
the world are not recorded'. 

This book will have a special appeal to Leicester people. Most 
of the canons were of local origin, so that the abbey can be said to 
belong distinctively to Leicestershire. Like their lay neighbours, 
the canons loved sport, though one abbot excused this by explaining 
that he kept hounds only because he was thus able to keep on good 
terms with the hunting aristocracy and gain privileges for his abbey. 
A conjectural reconstruction of the foundations of the abbey is a 
familiar sight in Leicester's Abbey Park. In his final chapter Dr. 
Hamilton Thompson makes a careful survey of this reconstruction 
and the evidence for it, pointing out the di'fficulties: how small and 
disproportionate the abbey church would appear, how remarkable 

• it is to find bakehouse, brewhouse, and stables where one would 
expect the abbey cemetery, and the unlikely site of the warming 
house. It is a pity that the officially published plan of the recon
struction, 2 to which such detailed reference is made, is not 
reproduced in this volume, since it is difficult, if not impossible, to 
follow the argument without it. 

One could wish that the writer made a few more concessions to 
the reader. A table of contents would have been a welcome addition 
as indicating the scope and plan of the volume. It is strange that 
of the ten chapters only one has a title. The table of financial 
details of the abbey's churches has no heading and its purpose is 
I:\?t at once apparent. It is curious that in a book which explains 

2Printed in the City of Leicester's admirable pamphlet Leicester Abbey of 
which the text is by Levi Fox. 
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with care such words as 'appropriation' and 'advowson' no expla
nation is given of more unusual terms such as 'seynies' and 
'conversation' (in its technical sense of religious behaviour), and 
that the many unexplained abbreviations should include 'cess.' , 
which is never given in full though it is not common knowledge that 
'cession' is the term used to describe the vacating of a benefice 
when its holder is created bishop or takes another benefice without 
dispensation. 'I.U.B.', 'Dec. Lie.', and 'S.P.P.', are also un
explained. It is well known that medieval persons spelt their 
names in a variety of ways, but it is confusing to find 'William 
Bradeweye' on p. 26, becoming 'Bradeleye' oil p. 27, and 'Bradele' 
on p . 35; nor does the index help, since it gives 'William Bradele' 
and 'Bradeleye' separately without cross references and describes 
him as vicar of Barkby, a position actually held by a John Brade
weye. The lists of rectors and vicars of the abbey's churches are 
disappointingly lacking in cross-references : for instance William 

., Donmowe, described in the Billesdon li~t as also vicar of Barrow, 
does not appear in the Barrow list; similarly Richard Linton, called 
vicar of Bulkington in the Thornton list, does not appear under 
Bulkington. While the unexplained use of technical terms and 
abbreviations make the book at times difficult for a layman, for the 
historian its value is a little impaired by such purely mechanical 
faults . 

MIDLAND ENGLAND. By W . G. Hoskins. 
illustrations. Batsford. 1949. 12s. 

A. K. B. EVANS 

Vlll + I20 pp. 
6d. 

I08 

Because Midland England is a study in local history it culti
vates that academic wilderness which lies between the provinces 
of History and Geography. A geographer might feel rather alarmed • 
by the way in which the author fixes the frontiers of this study 
of the East Midlands. The choice of tiie Trent and Cherwell as 
boundaries seems to flout the sacred principle that the river basin 
is a geographical unit. In tmth Dr. Hoskins takes a physically 
indeterminate part of the Midland plain and shows its historical 
individuality . . The stone belt and its flanking clay vales stand out 
as a region because of their experience in history. The axe of the 
Saxon clearing the primitive forest, the Danish armies endowing 
the Midlands with the tone of their native speech, acquisitive sheep
farmers converting this region into an unbroken pasture, have all 
helped to mould the personality of the East Midlands. Dr. Hoskins 
takes these formative movements and shows what contributions 
they have made to the life of this region and to its landscape. 
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In liis preface he states that '' there are depths beyond depths 
in the simplest scene ''; and at the end of the last chapter he 
remarks that " History is a fourth dimension: it gives that depth 
and meaning to the landscape and to its buildings without which 
they make no permanent impression on the mind ", The whole 
hundred pages between these lines are packed with details and 
historical analysis which bear out these basic principles, Dr. 
Hoskins makes for us that exciting link between events in time, 
ideas in the minds of men, and objects in the landscape, The 
period of prosperity which set in at the end of the twelfth century 
sees the stone be:t through Northamptonshire and Rutland bristling 
with beautiful churches, In the same region the late sixteenth 
century, again a period of easy wealth, is marked by fine, solidly
built farms, the core of that village architecture which Dr. Hoskins 
describes with such love and enjoyment, Again, who could resist 
the intriguing story of the disappearance of fifty Leicestershire 
villages with the spread of large-scale sheep farming in Tudor 
times? In this manner Dr. Hoskins invests every object of the 
landscape with its full historical meaning, The every-day woodwork 
in viJage churches, nineteenth-century railway viaducts, the windy 
encampment on Whatborough still waiting for the archceologist's 
spade, and chromium-plated pubs in the heart of Leicester all fall 
into place in this imaginative essay, 

Besides sketching the part of the East Midlands in English 
history Midland England also shows how the historian goes about 
his job, Quotations from the accounts of the great country man
sions, the proceedings of village courts, and ancient marriage 
contracts bring before the reader the very substance of history, 
Here countrymen of centuries past are brought to life again. Can 
anyone fail to enjoy the sixteenth-century words of John Smyth 
of Stoney Stanton in a case of illegal enclosure or to be moved by 
the words of lovers preserved in a marriage contract made in the 
summer meadows along the Welland? 

Lastly, one cannot leave this book without commenting upon 
the imagination and' skill which have gone into its writing. Time 
and time again Dr. Hoskins takes the reader back into the depths 
of time with little loss of realism. There is the striking description 
·of the destruction of the plateau forests by Anglo-Saxon settlers, 
the vivid account of medieval quarrying at Harnack, and the 
recreation of tlie Victorian Sunday in one of the red-brick villages 
of West Leicestershire. Sometimes one wonders whether the union 
of fine writing and sound scholarship is broken for this age. Here 
in Midland England the results of deep research are clothed in a 
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clear imaginative prose. It is with pleasure that one looks forward 
to that work of greater: length on this region which Dr. Hoskins 
promises in his preface. 

R. MILLWARD 

HISTORY OF ST. NICHOLAS' PARISH CHURCH, LEICESTER. By the 
Rev. Eric C. G. Weeks. iv + 55 pp. Leicester: the Author, St. 
Nicholas' Church. 1949. 3s. 6d. ' 

It is surprising that so little has been written about the history 
of the city churches of Leicester. There is much material relating 
to them, indeed, in Nichols and in these Transactions; some account 
of them has been given from time to time, in general terms, for 
the benefit of visiting archaeologists; but not one has ever been 
fully and carefully described. As a result, the stranger who walks 
round Leicester and looks at the five ancient churches will find 
very little guidance in examining tfiem. If he is not a professed 
student of architecture he will be puzzled' and very likely to suppose 
that they are an uninteresting set. But if, on the other hand, he 
is at all expert in the subject he will recognise at once that each 
presents points of great interest, and sometimes of difficulty, and 
he will be all the more disappointed at the want of careful guides. 

The vicar of St. Nicholas' has now made an attempt to remedy 
this defect for his own church, and his book is to be warmly wel
comed as a serious and useful study. It is introduced by Dr. 
Hoskins (which in itself is a guarantee that it is worth attention) 
and' it has a great deal to tell us not only about the famous archi
tectural features of the church-the Saxon nave, the Norman tower, 
the beautiful arcade in the chancel-but about the more modem 
history of the building, and of the parish too. 

St. Nicholas' was threatened with destruction · in 1826-1829. 
The fabric was said to be seriously out of repair, and Bishop Kaye 
of Lincoln supported a scheme for replacing the old church by 
another, in the style of uncompromising economy favoured by the 
Commissioners for Church Building appointed under the Act of 
1817. Mr. Weeks reproduces a sketch of the proposed church 
(page 45), and' uobody could deny that it is comically ugly: the 
idea of substituting such a barn for the old St. Nicholas' is extra
ordinary. But the plan feH through not, so it seems, because of 
l:my preference for the existing church on aesthetic grounds, but 
through lack of money. The bishop gave the parishioners a majes
tic rating for t!ieir apathy, but they preferred to strengthen the 
fabrie-by the insertion of the distressing brick arch in the south 
aisle that we know today-and then to leave things as they were. 
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Mr. Weeks shows no sympathy with the bishop's attitude. But 
it should be remembered in his favour that St. Nicholas' (without 
the present north aisle, which was added by F. W. Ordish in 1876) 
was a very small church, and very inconvenient too. , The new 
building was intended to seat 1,800 people. True, that was twice 
the whole population of the parish; but industrial Leicester was 
expanding fast, and' only one church (St. George's) had yet been 
added to the five that had stood since the Middle Ages. Was it 
altogether unreasonable to urge that a new buiiding was needed? 
The right course would surely have been to leave St. Nicholas' as 
it was and to build' another church ,over the West Bridge: but that 
·did not happen. for another fifty years. 

Mr. Weeks has a good many other interesting things to tell 
us. He includes extracts from the churchwardens' accounts of the 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, some notes on the church 
plate and the bells (one of which dates from the Protectorate, a 
remarkable rarity), and a qumber of useful illustrations: among 
them a sketch of the interior of the church as it was in 1873, with 
box pews facing a pulpit at the west end, the altar at the east 
end of the south aisle, and the chancel turned into a vestry. 

One or two criticisms suggest themselves. The first three chap
ters, on the Saxon, Norman, and Early English work in the church, 
are headed by quotations from Bloxam on the dates to be assigned 
to those styles. They might have been omitted wi.th advantage. 
Modem authorities would scarcely agree with liis round, over-pre
cise statement that the Saxon style " prevailed from the close of 
the sixth to the middle of the eleventh century ". And it is actually 
wrong to say (page rr) that " the Early English style prevailed in 
the thirteenth century, A.D. 1200-A.D. 1300 ". (This remark is 
unsigned. Is it, too, to be attributed to Bloxam ?) It would be 
nearer the truth to put the dates at rr75-1275, but it is impossible 
to fix them exactly. In any case the attempt can only be misleading, 
for it suggests a sudden, complete break, whereas in fact the old 
and new styles overlapped', as they always have done in the history 
of architecture. 

It is rather disappointing that Mr. Weeks tells us nothing of 
his predecessors. He supplies a list of the vicars, but it is a bare 
list and no more. A good deal can be discovered about the lives 
of some of them, and it is worth recording. Two of the seventeenth
century vicars, for instance, were men of real importance. Francis 
Higginson was a most notable figure in the Puritan Leicester of 
the 1620s, who migrated to Salem in Massachusetts and died there 
in 1630. John Angel deserves to be remembered as a principal 
founder of the Town Library that is now in the Guildhall. He was 
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suspended from preaching at St. Nicholas' by the Dean of the 
Arches, and when his case was reviewed Laud's charitable comment 
on liim was : " I doubt his violence bath cracked his brain, and 
do therefore use him more tenderly, because I see the hand of 
God hath overtaken him ". With a little more inquiry Mr. Weeks 
would have been able to make his catalogue come alive, to people 
the church with some, at any rate, of the vicars who Iiave served 
it in the past. 

But it would' be ungrateful to end with complaint. Mr. Weeks 
has given us an interesting book. May we hope that a brief abstract 
of the story he tells will be displayed for the use of visitors; and· 
that the example now set by St. Nicholas' will soon be followed by 
the other churches of Leicester? 

JACK SIMMONS 


